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In this paper, I describe the morphology as well as the uses of the basic
motion verbs, ‘to come’ and ‘to go’, in Khroskyabs based on two of its vari-
eties, Siyuewu and Wobzi, before analyzing the evolutionary pathways of
their stem alternation patterns. The meanings of the basic motion verbs in
Khroskyabs originally were not ‘to come’ or ‘to go’; instead, these verbs
denoted Goal-oriented motion and Source-oriented motion. The choice of
the deictic center is the key to the semantic change toward ‘to come’ and ‘to
go’ in the modern language.
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1. Introduction

Khroskyabs is, together with the Rgyalrong languages (Situ, Japhug, Zbu and
Tshobdun) and the Horpa languages, a Rgyalrongic language (Trans-Himalayan
or Sino-Tibetan) (Sun 2000a; b), spoken in Sichuan, China, by around 10,000
inhabitants (Huang 2007: 1–2).

This paper focuses on the synchronic and diachronic morphology of the basic
motion verbs in Khroskyabs, generally translated into English by ‘to come’ or ‘to
go’. I shall show that the basic motion verbs originally did not have the mean-
ings ‘to come’ or ‘to go’, instead, they were used to describe motions toward a cer-
tain goal, or from a certain source. The basic motion verbs in Proto-Khroskyabs
underwent semantic and morphological changes to denote ‘to come’ and ‘to go’ in
the modern language.

The current study is based on fresh fieldwork on two Khroskyabs dialects,
Wobzi and Siyuewu. In § 3, I present some typological features of the languages
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that help with the understanding of the whole paper; in § 4, the morphology,
focusing on orientational prefixes, argument indexation, and stem alternation, is
described; in § 5, I discuss the semantic distribution of the basic motion verbs
from a synchronic perspective; this section is followed by § 6 with a comparison
with other Rgyalrongic languages; in § 7, I put forward historical hypotheses on
the typologically rare stem alternation patterns of the verbs in question, in which
the verb for ‘to come’ seemingly entered the stem alternation of the verb ‘to go’;
finally, § 8 wraps up the paper with a conclusion.

2. Dialects under investigation

I base my study on two of the best documented Khroskyabs dialects, Siyuewu
(斯躍武 Sīyuèwǔ) and Wobzi (俄熱 Érè). These two dialects are spoken in two
different townships, Dzamthang (壤塘縣 Rǎngtáng Xiàn) and Chuchen (金川縣
Jīnchuān Xiàn) respectively, with a driving distance of about 46 kilometers from
one to the other. According to Lai’s (2017: 15) classification based on common
innovations, they belong to the same sub-branch called Thugschen, which is illus-
trated in the Stammbaum of Khroskyabs in Figure 1.

Siyuewu and Wobzi are mostly mutually intelligible to native speakers, but
they show various distinct features when being carefully looked into. Since exam-
ples from both varieties need to be illustrated in this paper, I shall systematically
indicate the relevant variety for each example.

Figure 1. Stammbaum of Khroskyabs according to Lai (2017: 15)
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3. Basic grammatical features

In this section, I present some basic grammatical features of the two Khroskyabs
varieties that are necessary for the analyses carried out in the rest of the paper.
First, § 3.1 provides a brief description of the phonological systems of the two
dialects under study; and second, § 3.2 treats verbal morphology such as argu-
ment indexation and stem alternation.

3.1 Phonological sketch

The consonant inventories of Wobzi and Siyuewu Khroskyabs are very similar, as
illustrated in Table 1. The Siyuewu variety presents one additional velar conso-
nant than Wobzi, namely [x] (in bold in Table 1).

Table 1. Consonant inventory

Bilabial p, pʰ, b, m

Labialdental v, f

Dental/alveolar t, tʰ, d, n, l, ɬ, ts, tsʰ, dz, s, z

Post-alveolar tɕ, tɕʰ, dʑ, ɕ, ʑ

Palatal c, cʰ, ɟ, ç, j

Retroflex tʂ, tʂʰ, dʐ, r, ʂ, ʐ

Velar k, kʰ, g, ŋ, ɣ, x

Uvular q, qʰ, χ, ʁ

The two varieties share the same vocalic system, illustrated in Table 2 (parenthe-
sized vowels are not phonemic).

Table 2. Vowel inventory
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Both varieties have two tones, the falling tone, noted σ̂, and the high tone, noted
σ́. In a phonological word, only one syllable can bear a tone, from which the sur-
face tones of the other syllables are derived.

3.2 The verb

This section focuses on some aspects of verbal morphology that are relevant to
this paper.

3.2.1 Orientational prefixes
Orientational prefixes are an important morphological category for motion events
in Khroskyabs. The primary function of these prefixes is indicating the direction
denoted by their verbal hosts.

The orientational prefixes of Siyuewu and Wobzi are illustrated in Tables 3
and 4.

Table 3. Orientational prefixes in Siyuewu

Prefixes Directions

o- upward

næ- downward

kə- dark side of the mountain

nə- sunny side of the mountain

læ- upstream

və- downstream

rə- neutral

æ- neutral

Table 4. Orientational prefixes in Wobzi

Prefixes Directions

æ- upward

næ- downward

kə- upstream

nə- downstream

læ- toward the left bank, or a higher altitude

və- toward the right bank, or a lower altitude

rə- neutral
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The morphological behaviors of orientational prefixes in the two varieties are
mostly the same and only differ in the way the orientational prefixes combine with
other prefixes. When the orientational prefixes are followed by markers such as
the inverse u- and the irrealis ɑ̂-, they undergo crasis either by replacing their orig-
inal vowel with the added marker, or by a merger into a new vowel. In the Wobzi
case, a simple replacement is sufficient: rə- + u- → r-u-, æ- + u- → u-, læ- + ɑ̂- →
l-ɑ̂-, kə- + -ɑ̂ → k-ɑ̂-, etc. However, in Siyuewu, the crasis process involves both
replacement and merger, as shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Orientational prefix series in Siyuewu

Neutral Neutral Upward Downward Dark side Sunny side Downstream Upstream

Series 1 (default) æ- rə- o- næ- kə- nə- və- læ-

Series 2 (inverse) ru- ɑ- nɑ- ku- nu- vu- lɑ-

Series 3 (irrealis) rɑ̂- ɑ̂- nɑ̂- kɑ̂- nɑ̂- vɑ̂- lɑ̂-

The careful reader might have noticed that I use a hyphen between orientational
prefixes and inverse/irrealis markers in Wobzi, but not in Siyuewu. This is due
to the fact that at least the inverse marker u- does not necessarily co-occur with
orientational prefixes in Wobzi, which is not the case of Siyuewu. This can be
illustrated by transitive verbs incompatible with orientational prefixes. In Wobzi,
inverse u- can stand alone with these verbs, however, in Siyuewu, without an ori-
entational prefix, the inverse cannot surface. I therefore analyse the Wobzi inverse
marker as an independent prefix. See Example (1).

(1) a. Wobzi
nû=ɣə
2sg=erg

ŋô
1sg

u-vdɑ́-ŋ.
inv-see2-1sg

‘You saw me.’
b. Siyuewu

nû=ɣə
2sg=erg

ŋæ̂
1sg

vdé-æŋ.
see2-1sg

‘You saw me.’

LaPolla (2017: 49) mentions several orientation systems related to orientational
prefixes generally found in what he calls Qiangic languages, with which Rgyal-
rongic languages share a good deal of similarities. The orientation systems are
summarized in (2).

(2) 1. Relative: upward, downward; inward, outward; towards the speaker, away
from the speaker

2. Riverine: upstream, downstream
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3. Mountain related: towards the mountain, away from the mountain
4. Cardinal: eastward, westward, northward, southward

The two Khroskyabs varieties discussed in this paper do not present the same
orientation systems, and the prefixes used, albeit mostly cognates, may not refer
to the same directions. The pair læ- and və- indicates upstream and downstream
directions in Siyuewu; in Wobzi, however, they designate the perpendicular direc-
tions: towards the left or the right bank. The kə-/nə- pair meaning upstream and
downstream in Wobzi, has to do with the mountain in Siyuewu, with the meaning
of “dark side of the mountain” and “sunny side of the mountain”.

Furthermore, the two varieties use different terms for the two banks of the
river. A Wobzi speaker, standing on the left bank of the river (with regard to the
direction of current) in the Township of Thugschen, calls his current location
luɣɑ̂r, related to the orientational prefix læ- ‘towards the left bank’. The bank on the
other side of the river is called vuɣɑ̂r, from the orientational prefix və- ‘towards the
right bank’. A Siyuewu speaker, standing at exactly the same location in Thugschen,
calls his current position nəʁɑ̂r, from the prefix nə- ‘sunny side of the mountain’,
and the other bank kuʁɑ̂r, from the prefix kə- ‘dark side of the mountain’.

In both varieties, kə- can secondarily denote a motion towards the deictic cen-
ter. In (3a), without any context, the use of the prefix kə- implies that the action
is directed to the deictic center, the speaker herself. In (3b), the verb form kə-mə-
tʰód=tsʰi (pst:centripetal-neg-come2=ifr) is used figuratively with scêvɑ ‘pain’,
therefore, it does not denote the geographical direction towards the dark side of the
mountain. The action of this verb form has an effect on the person killed in the acci-
dent, who is also the deictic center of the motion, and the prefix kə- conveys the cen-
tripetal meaning. While it is more or less clear that kə- is centripetal, its counterpart,
nə-, should logically have a secondary centrifugal meaning. However, admitting
that this conjecture is promising, I do not find convincing examples of nə- assign-
ing a centrifugal direction to the verb in Khroskyabs. Lin (2002:38–39) and Sun
(2017: 563) notice that kV-/nV- pairs in other Rgyalrongic languages too have sec-
ondary centripetal/centrifugal meanings.

(3) a. Wobzi
kə-srî-n!
imp:centripetal-look-2
‘Look at me!’

b. Siyuewu
tʂædtʂæ̂d
suddenly

cə̂mɲəd
like.this

ʑǽr
immediately

nə-sæ̂d=tsʰi,
pst-dead2=ifr

scêvɑ
pain

kə-mə-tʰód=tsʰi.
pst:centripetal-neg-come2=ifr
‘He died immediately, without any pain (pain did not come to him).’
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Siyuewu exhibits an additional orientational prefix for the neutral direction æ-,
apart from rə- that is attested in other Khroskyabs dialects. Unlike rə-, which usu-
ally has a sensory or inferential flavor, æ- seems to be purely directional. In (4a),
the use of rə- implies that the speaker sees the motion, or that she bases her state-
ment on certain evidence; as for (4b), there is no evidential implication.

(4) Siyuewu
a. cə̂

3sg
< Měiguó>1

USA
rə-və̂.
npst:neutral-go1

‘He is going to the USA (with direct or indirect evidence).’
b. cə̂

3sg
< Měiguó>

USA
æ-və̂.
npst:neutral-go1

‘He is going to the USA (without evidential implication).’

Table 6 shows the orientation systems and the prefixes used in both Khroskyabs
varieties. It is clear that Siyuewu adopts three of the four systems observed by
LaPolla (2017), relative, riverine, and mountain-related systems. Wobzi has only
two without the mountain-related system. Both varieties do not have the cardinal
orientation system, which however is attested in many other Rgyalrongic lan-
guages (Lin 2002), including another Khroskyabs dialect, ’Brongrdzong (Sun
2000a: 183).

Table 6. Orientation systems

System Siyuewu Wobzi

Relative o-, næ-, kə- æ-, næ-, kə-

Riverine læ-, və- (stream) kə-, nə- (stream); læ-, və- (bank)

Mountain related kə-, nə-

Cardinal

3.2.2 Intransitive argument indexation
In intransitive constructions, the verb indexes the unique argument, the S, with
suffixes overtly present, shown in Table 7. Siyuewu distinguishes suffixally three
numbers – singular, dual, and plural – for first and second persons, while Wobzi
only marks first person singular and plural, and second person regardless of the
number. Both varieties have their third person totally unmarked.

1. Chinese transliterations are between angle brackets: <tiāndì> ‘Emperor of the Sky’.
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Table 7. Intransitive paradigms in Khroskyabs

Siyuewu pronouns Siyuewu suffixes Wobzi pronouns Wobzi suffixes

1sg ŋæ̂ -ŋ ŋô -ŋ

1du ŋgə̂ne (excl), ŋənê (incl) -ɣ ŋgə̂ne -j

1pl ŋgə̂ (excl), ŋəɲɟə̂ (incl) -j ŋgî (excl), ŋgəɲɟî (incl) -j

2sg nû -n nû -n

2du njêne -z nêne -n

2pl njeɲɟə̂ -ɲ nêɲɟi -n

3sg æ tə̂ æ tə̂

3du æ tə̂ne æ tə̂ne

3pl æ tə̂ɟə æ tə̂ɟi

Transitive constructions are not the focus of the present paper, so the reader is
invited to consult Lai (2015) and Lai (2017:415–434) for a detailed description
on transitive indexation in Khroskyabs.

3.2.3 Stem alternation and tense-aspect-modality categories
Stem alternation is found in Khroskyabs as well as nearly all Rgyalrongic languages
(Sun 2000b, 2004; Jacques 2004; Prins 2011). In both varieties, a verb can present as
many as three distinct stems, while most verbs have only two. The stems are num-
bered from one to three and each stem has distinct functions. In Wobzi in particu-
lar, a few verbs do not exhibit any stem alternation, such as sə̂ ‘to die’ and ntsʰə̂ ‘to
think’, their cognates in Siyuewu, sə̂ ‘to die’ and ntsʰə́ ‘to think’, however, have both a
stem 2: sæ̂d, and ntsʰə̂ respectively. There are four ways to alternate between stems,
tone alternation, rime modification, aspiration alternation, and suppletion.

Tone alternation is the most common type, and it usually accompanies other
types of alternation. In general, a flip-flop between the high tone and the falling
tone is observed, such as Wobzi vdê ‘to see (Stem 1)’ vs vdé ‘to see (Stem 2)’, and
Siyuewu réd ‘to leave sth. (Stem 1)’ vs rêd ‘to leave sth. (Stem 2)’.

Several sub-types of rime modification are attested. It can be an ablaut, as in the
Wobzi pair rtsʰǽ ‘to try (Stem 1)’ vs rtsʰî ‘to try (Stem 2)’, or a total replacement of
the rime, as in the aforementioned Siyuewu verb sə̂ ‘to die’, whose Stem 2 is sæ̂d.

Unlike some Stau dialects such as Puxi (Sun 2000b) and G.yurong (personal
investigation 2014), aspiration alternation is rather unproductive in Khroskyabs,
in both dialects, the only instances found are with the two verbs that are genet-
ically related, (rə-)tô ‘to come’ and tô ‘to become’ (Stem 1 is the same in both
dialects), with (rə-)tʰó and tʰó as Stem 2 in Wobzi, and (rə-)tʰód and tʰód as Stem
2 in Siyuewu.
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Suppletion occurs mainly with the verbs under study in this article, two of the
motion verbs, (rə-)tô ‘to come’ and rə-və̂ ‘to go’ (homophonous in both varieties)
as well as their derivatives. These verbs are also the only examples that have three
stems in the language. I shall present their stem alternation patterns in detail in § 4.

The Wobzi stem alternation is illustrated as a representative example in Table 8.

Table 8. Wobzi stem alternation

Stem 1 Stem 2 Stem 3 Gloss

ntsʰə̂ to think

bə̂ bə́ (tone) to give (food)

rtsʰǽ rtsʰî (rime) to try

(rə-)tô (rə-)tʰó (aspiration) to become

(rə-)və̂ ɕə̂ (suppletion) ɕǽ (rime) to go

Stem alternation, combined with verb-specific orientational prefixes, is the main
way to distinguish tense-apsect-modality (TAM) categories. Khroskyabs exhibits
two major types of verbs, dynamic verbs that simply distinguish two tenses, non-
past and past, and stative verbs that further distinguish two aspects, perfective and
past imperfective. Stem 1 is the default stem, used as the citation form and occurs in
non-past situations, or irrealis situations if the verb does not possess a Stem 3; Stem
2 is generally employed in past situations and also perfective of stative verbs. Stem 3
is the irrealis stem, used in imperative and jussive constructions. As for single stem
verbs attested only in Wobzi, the only stem participates in all the functions.

The Siyuewu variety further presents a progressive use of Stem 2, which must
be combined with the orientational prefix və-, see Example (5).

(5) Siyuewu
cə̂mɲəd
like.this

ə̂-sti
one.time

læ-srí=skɑ=ɕəvæ ,
pst-look2=nmlz:time=conj

locʰɑ̂
higher.side

χcʰó=tə=gə
lock=def=loc

və-srí
prog-look2

rə-ŋó.
npst-be1

‘Just like this, when he looked outside, he was looking through the keyhole.’

This use is in accordance with Zbu (or Showu), one of the Rgyalrong languages,
of which the past stem similarly expresses progressive aspect when combined with
the orientational prefixes rə-/rɐ- (Sun 2004: 285–286).
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4. The morphology of basic motion verbs

In this section, I shall discuss the morphology of the basic motion verbs in both
Khroskyabs varieties.

4.1 The verb forms in question

Table 9 lists the basic motion verbs under study in this paper, which are generally
translated in Chinese by the consultants as來 lái ‘to come’ (cislocative) and去 qù
‘to go’ (translocative).

Table 9. Basic motion verbs in Khroskyabs

Siyuewu Wobzi Gloss

və̂ və̂ to come

vjî to come

(rə-)tô (rə-)tô to come

ɕǽd to go

(rə-)və̂ (rə-)və̂ to go

4.2 Compatibility with orientational prefixes

The reader may notice that both varieties have more than one verb for ‘to come’, and
Wobzi presents even three verbs for this concept. To describe this observation in a
morphological way, it is better to start with Siyuewu with only two cislocative verbs.

The Siyuewu verb form və̂ ‘to come’ is only compatible with rə- used as an
evidential marker (without orientational implication). It belongs therefore to the
small group of verbs which are incompatible with orientational prefixes, includ-
ing vdê ‘to see’, smê ‘to hear’, vǽd ‘to bring’, and tô ‘to become’, among others. An
example is shown in (6), in which the Stem 2, və́ through tone alternation, appears
as a bare stem with no prefixes attached.

(6) Siyuewu
vgæ̂məme
be.naked

tʰǽ
any

tsʰəgí
clothes

ə̂səd
a.little

mu-gí=pɑ=ræ
neg.inv-wear1=nmlz:A=one

və́=si.
come2=ifr

‘A totally naked person came.’

The verb form (rə-)tô, however, is always accompanied by an orientational prefix
to indicate the direction of the motion as well as TAM properties. I add “(rə-)”
between parentheses for the motion verb compatible with orientational prefixes,
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as rə- is a neutral orientational prefix that has no indication of direction (see
§ 3.2.1). As in Example (7), (rə-)tô ‘to come’ is prefixed by ô- ‘upward’, and because
the verb is in Stem 1, the tense here is non-past and usually understood in these
cases as describing a future event.

(7) Siyuewu
ŋæ̂=pæ ,
1sg=top

o-mə-tô-ŋ=ŋi.
npst:up-neg-come1-1sg=assrt

‘As for me, I won’t come.’

Wobzi Khroskyabs shares basically the same features presented above for Siyuewu
Khroskyabs, but the difference is that it has two verb forms, və̂ and vjî corre-
sponding to Siyuewu və̂. These two forms exhibit no significant difference in
usage, and like Siyuewu, they are not compatible with orientational prefixes. The
form vjî is much more frequently employed than və̂ not to mention this latter is
not so far attested in texts. Unlike Siyuewu, və̂ in Wobzi exhibits no stem alterna-
tion. In (8), an example of vjî is illustrated.

(8) Wobzi
æ̂ɕə
conj

mêfɕær,
night

ftʂəskə̂
tulku

cə̂
dem

rŋɑ̂vipɑ=tə=ɟi=ji
hunter=def=pl=gen

jə̂m=tə=gə
house=def=loc

vjí=si.
come2=ifr

‘Then, at night, the tulku came to the hunters’ house.’

The Wobzi verb (rə-)tô ‘to come’ is the same as its cognate in Siyuewu, always with
an orientational prefix, as illustrated in Example (9).

(9) Wobzi
cə̂lʊŋkʰɑ
recently

χpə̂n=ɟi
official=pl

næ-tô
npst:down-come1

næ-kʰrə̂=si
pfv-incho=ifr

ɕə,
conj

cə̂ɟi=ji
3pl=all

rə-mæ-ʁnê=ɣə.
npst-neg-be.busy1=part
‘The officials are about to come soon, so they are very busy.’

Like for the cislocative verbs, Siyuewu has two verbs for ‘to go’, ɕǽd which is
incompatible with orientational prefixes, and (rə-)və̂ of which the bare stem is
homophonous with və̂ ‘to come’, and the one thing that makes it distinct from və̂
‘to come’ is that it must take an orientational prefix. Wobzi, on the other hand,
preserves only (rə-)və̂.

Example (10) shows what ɕǽd looks like in a sentence, with its Stem 2, ɕə̂d.
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(10) Siyuewu
ɣə̂m=tə
door=def

zɟə́d
ideo

ɑ-ví=jə
inv.pst-close2=gen

næ-mɲə̂d=ɕəvæ
pst.ipfv-happen2=conj

qlæ̂ʁ
suddenly

ɕə̂d=tsʰi.
go2=ifr
‘She slammed the door shut and suddenly left.’

The examples in (11) show the prefixal behavior of (rə)-və̂ in both varieties.

(11) a. Siyuewu
ræ̂ɣɟə=jə
others=gen

gɑ́v
foot

næ-tə-mblíɣ-n=məndi,
imp-neg-step.over1-2sg=unless

ræ̂ɣɟə
others

sə̂=skɑ=ɕə
die1=nmlz=conj

ŋəlɑ́
where

rə-və̂=sce=gə
npst:neutral-go1-nmlz=loc

rə-və̂-n
npst:neutral-go1-2sg

ród=pɑ
must1=nmlz

rə-ŋó.
npst-be1
‘Do not step over others’ feet, or you will have to go where they go when
they die.’

b. Wobzi
çpæ̂=tə=də
marmot=def=too

jʊŋsɑ̂
again

snəgó
day.time

ɕə
conj

æ-ɴqʰlæ̂=pɑ
npst:up-get.out1=nmlz

rə-ŋǽ ,
npst-be1

ɕɥǽr
night

ɕə
conj

sɑ̂=sne=gə
earth=loc=loc

næ-və̂=pɑ
npst:down-go1

rə-ŋǽ .
npst-be1

‘Marmots, on the other hand, come out during the day and go back under-
ground at night.’

Table 10 summarizes the compatibility with orientational prefixes of the motion
verbs studied in this paper.

Table 10. Compatibility with orientational prefixes

Siyuewu Wobzi Gloss Compatibility

və̂ və̂ to come ✗

vjî to come ✗

(rə-)tô (rə-)tô to come ✓

ɕǽd to go ✗

(rə-)və̂ (rə-)və̂ to go ✓

Following Sun (2004), I call the motion verbs incompatible with orientational
prefixes orientationally unmarked (hereafter o-u), and those compatible with
orientational prefixes orientationally explicit (hereafter o-e).
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4.3 Stem alternation of Khroskyabs basic motion verbs

As alluded to above, the o-u forms can be one or two-stemmed verbs. In Siyuewu,
the form və̂ ‘to come’ exhibits regular tone alternation, between a falling tone in
Stem 1 and a high tone in Stem 2. The same case is observed in Wobzi vjî ‘to come’,
of which the Stem 2 is vjí with a high tone. Wobzi’s other o-u cislocative verb, və̂,
exhibits only one stem. Table 11 illustrates the stem alternation of these verbs in
both varieties.

Table 11. Stem alternation of o-u motion verbs

Siyuewu Wobzi
Gloss

Stem 1 Stem 2 Stem 1 Stem 2

və̂ və́ və̂
to come

vjî vjí

ɕǽd ɕə̂d to go

The stem alternation of three-stemmed motion verbs (which are also o-e verbs)
are illustrated in Table 12. The two varieties share actually the same alternating
patterns, except that the Wobzi forms systematically lost the stop coda.

Table 12. Stem alternation of three-stemmed motion verbs

Siyuewu Wobzi
Gloss

Stem 1 Stem 2 Stem 3 Stem 1 Stem 2 Stem 3

(rə-)tô (rə-)tʰód (rɑ-)və̂ (rə-)tô (rə-)tʰó (r-ɑ̂-)vjî or (r-ɑ̂-)və̂ to come

(rə-)və̂ (rə-)ɕə̂d (rɑ-)ɕǽd (rə-)və̂ (rə-)ɕə̂ (r-ɑ̂-)ɕǽ to go

As mentioned in § 3.2.3, the Siyuewu Stem 2 generally forms a progressive verb
with the orientational prefix və-. This formation is however impossible with the
motion verbs I discuss here. Therefore, və-ɕə̂d (pst:downstream-go2) can only
mean ‘went downstream’ but not ‘is going’, and və-tʰód (pst:downstream-come2)
only means ‘came downstream’ instead of ‘is coming’. An analytic progressive con-
struction is used with these verbs: və-və̂=ʑən ɟêd (npst:downstream-go1=conj
exist1) ‘he is going downstream’.
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5. Semantic distribution of Khroskyabs basic motion verbs

In this section, I analyse the uses of basic motion verbs in Khroskyabs mainly based
on natural non-elicited data. The two varieties do not show significant semantic
differences, therefore, I tend not to describe them individually; rather, I list exam-
ples of both varieties in the analysis of each verb.

In § 5.1, I briefly introduce the technical terms I use during the description.
In § 5.2, I present the cislocative verbs and in § 5.3, the translocative verbs in
Khroskyabs.

5.1 Terms used

In my analysis, I use the terms developed by Talmy (1985; 1991; 2000a; b), who
divides a motion event into four major components: figure, ground, path, and
motion. Generally speaking, the Figure is the moving entity, usually the S of the
motion verb; the Ground is the reference entity, having a stationary setting rel-
ative to a reference frame, thus, it can be the Goal of the motion as well as the
Source; The Path is the trajectory followed by the Figure or the site where the Fig-
ure is located.

In Khroskyabs, the four components can be exemplified in Example (12). The
participant, tʂɑɕî ‘Bkra.shis’, is the moving entity, i.e. the Figure, and his destina-
tion, ’Barkhams, is the Ground. The Motion is denoted by the verb rbjǽ ‘to arrive’,
and the Path is overtly encoded by the orientational prefix nə-, indicating that the
motion follows a downstream direction.

(12) Wobzi
tʂɑɕî mbærkʰǽm nə-rbjî=si.
Bkra.shis ’Barkhams pst:downstream-arrive2=ifr
figure ground path-motion
‘Bkra.shis went downstream to ’Barkhams.’

In this sense, Khroskyabs is best classified as a satellite-framed language as far as
the basic motion verbs are concerned under Talmy’s framework, with the orienta-
tional prefixes being the main “satellites”.2

The concepts under study in this paper, ‘to come’ and ‘to go’, are generally
considered as denoting deictic motions, motion towards or away from the deictic
center, which, according to Talmy (2000b:56), are the two member notions of
the deictic component of Path, included in the lexical meaning of deictic motion

2. A satellite “is the grammatical category of any constituent other than a noun-phrase or
prepositional-phrase complement that is in a sister relation to the verb root” (Talmy 2000b:102).
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verbs. As a result, in Khroskyabs, Path can be encoded in the satellite and the verb
at the same time. As in (13), the orientational prefix o- indicates the upward direc-
tion of the motion event, which is a part of Path, and the cislocative verb (rə-)tô
provides additional Path information, which is toward the speaker.

(13) Siyuewu
o-və̂-n!
imp:up-come3-2
‘Come (up)!’

5.2 The cislocative verbs

The cislocative verbs in the two Khroskyabs varieties have been listed in Table 11.
In a nutshell, both varieties have a cislocative verb which is orientationally un-
marked, və̂ in Siyuewu and vjî/və̂ in Wobzi, and another verb which is orienta-
tionally explicit, (rə-)tô in both varieties.

5.2.1 The Ground argument of cislocative verbs
In most cases, the Ground arguments bear no sign of being the Source or the
Goal, and the meaning must be deduced from the context. Examples (14) and
(15) show the different possibilities of the Ground argument in both Siyuewu and
Wobzi.

(14) Siyuewu
a. Goal

ɣdə̂=gə=tə
river=loc=def

kotsê=ɟə=jə
pn=pl=gen

ʁvoŋtsʰə́n=ɟə=jə
pn=pl=gen

mé=tə
mother=def

ɣdə̂=gə=pʰjæʁ
river=loc=loc

næ-tʰód=mə
pst:down-come2=part

mə̂
as.if

rə-ŋó.
npst-be1

‘The kotsês and the mother of the ʁvoŋtsʰə́ns’ came to the side of the river.’
b. Source

grə̂mde
Thugschen

læ-tô=sce
npst:upstream-come1=nmlz:place

tɕʰî=gə
way=loc

ŋó=ɕəɣ?
be1=q

‘Is this the way to come (here) from Thugschen?’

(15) Wobzi
a. Goal

æ̂ɕə
conj

mêfɕær,
night

ftʂəskə̂
tulku

cə̂
dem

rŋɑ̂vipɑ=tə=ɟi=ji
hunter=def=pl=gen

jə̂m=tə=gə
house=def=loc

vjí=si.
come2=ifr
‘At night, the tulku came to the hunters’ house.’
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b. Source
nəjê
2sg

cə̂
dem

jdə̂=tə
water=def

tsɑkɑ́,
be.few

ŋgə̂ji
conj

rɟâmtsʰu
sea

nt âh ji
far.away

rɟâmtsʰu
sea

rə-tʰɑ́-ŋ=pɑ
pst-come2-1sg=nmlz

ŋǽ
be1

u-rə̂.
pst.inv-say2

‘There is so little water at your place, I came from the sea.’

5.2.2 Choice of the deictic center
No matter which verb one uses, the concept ‘to come’ typically designates motion
towards the deictic center, which is by default the speaker or the location of the
speaker. In (16), examples of the o-u cislocative verbs are illustrated. The speaker
of Example (16a) talks about his own experience of encountering a ghost. The
deictic center, which is also the Ground, is the speaker himself, the Figure, the tall
and thin ghost in red, moved towards him following the deictic Path. In (16b), the
speaker speaks in the position of a character in a story, about a cat having moved
to his location. She did not need to specify where the cat came from as she used
the verb vjî, not requiring an orientational prefix.

(16) a. Siyuewu
æ tə̂
dem

ŋə̂ntɕʰæ
really

ŋó=væ
be.true1=top

næ-ŋû,
pst.ipfv-be2

ŋə̂ntɕʰæ
really

mnə̂ɣ
red

grəɣgrə̂ɣ=ræ
ideo:tall.and.thin=one

və́=si
come2=ifr

næ-ŋû!
pst.ipfv-be2

‘It was true, someone tall and thin in red came!’
b. Wobzi

æ tə̂
dem

torə́
cat

rɑ̂ɣ
one

vjí=təɣə
come2=conj

nəjê
2sg

sə̂-ndæ-n=ji
superl-love1-2=gen

metâ=tə
flower=def

u-pʰɑɣlə́ɣ!
pst.inv-overturn2
‘That cat came and broke your favorite flower!’

Example (17) illustrates the usage of (rə-)tô in Khroskyabs, with the deictic cen-
ter being around the speaker. Example (17a) is selected from a true story (accord-
ing to the consultant) about a giant yeti, who lived on the bank on the sunny side
of the mountain. The yeti used to come across the river to the bank on the dark
side of the mountain, that is, where the speaker was, to kidnap young women. In
the sentence, the Ground is explicitly expressed as nəʁɑ̂r ‘bank on the sunny side
of the mountain’, related to the prefix nə- ‘sunny side of the mountain’, and the
Path marker kə- ‘dark side of the mountain’ corresponds to the actual direction
of the motion, from the sunny side of the mountain to the dark side of the moun-
tain. Example (17b), like the previous example, is chosen because it explicitly
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mentions the upstream location (which is also the starting point), χukû, related
to the prefix kə- ‘upstream’. The verb (rə-)tô is prefixed by nə-, indicating a down-
stream direction.

(17) a. Siyuewu
æ tə̂ɕə
conj

nəʁɑ̂r=tə=tʰɑ
sunny.bank=def=loc

ɣnəʁrǽ l
mountain.shadow

tʰjænɑ́
how.many

kə-ʁrgê=jɑvɑ=tə,
npst-stand.up1=symbol=def

vɟærŋí=tə
yeti=def

kə-tô
npst:dark.side.of.mountain-come1

næ-ntɕʰû=pɑ
pst.ipfv-will2=nmlz

rə-ŋó,
npst-be1

cə̂mɲəd.
like.this
‘So when the shadow of the mountain appeared, the yeti, from the bank
on the sunny side of the mountain, would come.’

b. Wobzi
ɕærvɑ̂
Muslim

næ-ɟé=skɑ,
pst.ipfv-exist2=nmlz:time

stɑɣəvɑ̂
Stau.habitant

χukû
upstream.location

mbrɑŋgú
mbrɑŋgú

< Xiàn>
County

vɟú=gə,
man=clf

tsʰʊ̂ŋ
trade

nə-tʰó=tə,
pst:downstream-come2=def

ŋgîji
1pl.gen

jəvdâ
leader

næ-ŋə̂ɣ.
pst.ipfv-be2

‘When there were Muslims (in ’Barkhams), the Stau man from mbrɑŋgú
County (upstream), who came to do business, was our leader.’

The examples in (17) show how the cislocative verbs denote motions hither with
the deictic center being the speaker. However, the deictic center of the cislocative
verbs can be shifted to the addressee in a conversation as well, therefore a motion
thither can be denoted by və̂, vjî, or (rə-)tô. When the location of the addressee is
the destination of the motion, the deictic center must be shifted to the addressee;
see the examples in (18).

In Example (18a), the speaker refused an invitation from a relative, who lived
in a higher hamlet in the mountain. Everyone else accepted the invitation, but the
speaker expressed her unwillingness using the verb (rə-)tô ‘to come’, whose deictic
center is obviously the home of the one who invited her. Example (18b), which is
a Wobzi sentence, is similar. The speaker urged her addressee to come over, unless
she would go and find him, using the verb forms kə-vjî-n (imp:upstream-come3-2)
and nə-t-ɑ̂ŋ (npst.downstream-come1-1sg), both are stems of (rə-)tô ‘to come’.
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(18) a. Siyuewu
ŋæ̂=pæ
1sg=top

o-mə-tô-ŋ=ŋi.
npst:up-neg-come1-1sg=assrt

‘I won’t come (to your place).’
b. Wobzi

ræɲɑ̂
quickly

kə-vjî-n=mənə,
imp:upstream-come3-2=unless

ŋkʰrû
look.for

nə-t-ɑ̂ŋ=ni.
npst:downstream-come1-1sg=assrt
‘Come quickly (to me), or I shall come (to you) and get you.’

Using cislocative verbs with the addressee as the deictic center is not unfamiliar
to English or German speakers, as in sentences like I’m coming/*going right away
and Ich komme/*gehe jetzt, the translocative verb is strictly prohibited (Nakazawa
2007: 62), while in Chinese, which is geographically close to Khroskyabs, it seems
optional to choose from “come” and “go”.

5.2.3 Deictic center unreached
When a motion proceeds towards the deictic center without reaching it, the
Khroskyabs speaker also employs the cislocative verbs instead of the translocative
verbs. For instance, if someone in Siyuewu asks his addressee, who is currently
in ’Barkhams, to go to Bragbar, a place located between Siyuewu and ’Barkhams,
he has to use an imperative sentence with the verb (rə-)tô ‘to come’, because his
addressee will be heading towards Siyuewu, even with no intention of reaching it.
See Example (19).

(19) Siyuewu
bræʁvæ̂r
Bragbar

kə-və̂-n!
imp:sunny.side.of.mountain-come1-2sg

‘Go to Bragbar!’

The examples in (20) also show cases of not reaching the deictic center. In (20a),
the place that the speaker mentions is not his location, but in the same direction
that the Figure went; in (20b), the Tibetan king, dwelling in Lhasa, invites the par-
ents of Vairocana to go to Bsam.yas monastery, which is in Lhokha, to the south
of Lhasa. Apparently, Lhasa and Lhokha are in the same direction from Vairo-
cana’s homeland, the speaker employs the cislocative verb, (rə-)tô and the locative
adverb æ̂gə ‘there’.
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(20) a. Siyuewu
ʁnɑ̂
ago

vîskəro
now

kʰrôvjære=jə
kʰrôvjære=gen

rɣənbɑ́
temple

rôrəqʰɑr
rôrəqʰɑr

næ-də̂d=sce=gə
pst.ipfv-exist2=nmlz:place=loc

æ̂gə
there

næ-tʰód
pst:down-come2

rə-ŋó=tə
npst-be1=def

stɑ̂.
part
‘He came to the temple near today’s kʰrovjære (house name) in rôrəqʰɑr.’

b. Wobzi
sæmjé
Bsam.yas

rɟæ̂ lpu=ji
king=gen

sɑ̂
land

æ̂gə=tɕʰi
there=loc

rə-vjî-n=tɕʰə,
imp-come3-2=conj

nêne
2du

l-u-tʰǽ-n=tə
npst-inv-look.after1-2=def

mí,
not.exist1

l-u-tʰǽ-n=pɑ
npst-inv-look.after1-2=nmlz:a

də́,
exist1

zɑmɑ̂
food

tʰjenɑŋǽ
whatever

ntsʰæ̂r
worry1

mə-ró.
neg-must1

‘Come to Bsam.yas, a land of the King’s, you said no one could look after
you, but actually you will be well looked after, you don’t have to worry
about food.’

In Mparntwe Arrernte, a Pama-Nyungan language spoken in Australia, there is
the same phenomenon of using the cislocative verb for motions towards but not
reaching the deictic center, as shown in (21) (Wilkins & Hill 1995: 225).

(21) Mparntwe Arrernte
re
3sg.S

petye-me
come-npp

store,
store-all

ikweriperre
3sg.dat-after

nhenh-werne
here-all

petye-tyenhenge.
come-sbsqnt

‘She’s coming to(wards) the store, after which (she) then comes to(wards)
here.’

The Example (21) shows the cislocative verb petye can be used when the Figure
does not arrive at the Ground, namely store ‘store’.

5.3 The translocative verbs

In this section, I describe the translocative verbs in Khroskyabs.

5.3.1 O-U translocative verb
The o-u translocative verb, ɕǽd, is only attested in Siyuewu Khroskyabs, but not
in Wobzi. It denotes motions away from the deictic center, usually the location
around the speaker. This verb is never attested with a Ground argument, and can
be translated in English simply with ‘go away’ or ‘leave’.
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In (22a), the speaker talks about his experience of seeing a ghost, during
which his fear prevented him from fleeing, i.e. leaving his original location. In
(22b), the speaker described the departure of her neighbors from where she was.
She first uses læ-və̂ (npst:upstream-go1) to indicate the possible direction of the
departure, and then she employs the o-u ɕə̂d (go2) to avoid specifying the desti-
nation.

(22) Siyuewu
a. æ̂ɕə

conj
ɕǽd=spi=zæ
go1=nmlz=and

róz=spi
get.up1=nmlz

mɲə́d=ɟə
type=pl

ə̂səd=də
a.bit=even

o-mə-tʂæ̂-ŋ=si.
pfv-neg-think.of2=1sg=ifr
‘I didn’t even think of going away or getting up.’

b. æ tə̂=jə
dem=gen

skə̂kə=tətə,
afterwards=def

tʂɑɕîtondʐəv=ɟə
Bkra.shis.don.’grub=pl

əmə̂
as.if

læ-və̂
npst:upstream-go1

nɑ-ɣô=si,
pst.impf.inv-be.able2=ifr

ɕə̂d.
go2

‘And then, The family of Bkra.shis.don.’grub were able to go, so they left.’

The use of ɕǽd is comparable to Mandarin Chinese走 zǒu ‘go away’, termed as a
source-oriented motion verb, opposed to the goal-oriented motion verb
(Lamarre 2008: 73), see the examples in (23). These two terms can be applied to
the Khroskyabs case as well.

(23) a. Source-oriented
我
wǒ
1sg

走
zǒu
leave

了。
le.
pfv

‘I left.’
b. Goal-oriented
我
wǒ
1sg

去
qù
go

省城
shěngchéng
provincial.capital

了。
le.
pfv

‘I went to the provincial capital.’
c. Goal-oriented
我
wǒ
1sg

來
lái
come

省城
shěngchéng
provincial.capital

了。
le.
pfv

‘I have come to the provincial capital.’
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5.3.2 O-E translocative verb
The verb (rə-)və̂ ‘to go’ is orientationally explicit in both varieties of Khroskyabs.
The Stem 3, (rə-)ɕǽd (Siyuewu) or (rə-)ɕǽ (Wobzi) is identical to the Stem 1 of
its orientational unmarked version (ɕǽ(d)), and the Stem 2, (rə-)ɕə̂d (Siyuewu) or
(rə-)ɕə̂ (Wobzi) to the Stem 2 of o-u ɕǽ(d).

The verb (rə-)və̂ ‘to go’ is mainly Goal-oriented, while in some cases, it can be
Source-oriented as well. Especially in Wobzi, where the Source-oriented ɕǽd does
not exist, (rə-)və̂ covers its function. The prefix for neutral directions should be
used in Source-oriented cases, as shown in Example (24).

(24) a. Siyuewu
rɑ̂-ɕæ-ŋ=ɕə,
npst.irr:neutral-go3-1sg

nû
2sg

æ̂ɕə
conj

vdê-æŋ=spi
see1-1sg=nmlz

míd.
not.exist1

‘If I go away, you won’t see me again.’
b. Wobzi

cə̂
dem

slî=cʰə=nɑ=kʰə,
month=half=about=after

ɕə
conj

cə̂
dem

matsə́=tə
pockmark=def

rə-və̂.
npst:neutral-go1

‘In about half a month, the pockmarks will disappear.’

In most of the cases, the o-e translocative verbs are Goal-oriented, usually with a
Ground argument indicating the goal, as illustrated by the examples in (25).

(25) a. Siyuewu
tʂôŋko=ɣə
China=erg

tɕefǽŋ
Liberation

nu-ví=mægo,
pst.inv-do2=conj

ɕə
conj

rɟæ lvɑ̂rəmbutɕʰe
Big.Monk

rɟæ̂gær=gə
India=loc

kə-ɕə̂d=mægo
pst:dark.side-go2=conj

ɕə.
conj

‘After the foundation of China P.R., the Big Monk went to India.’
b. Wobzi

æ̂ɕə
conj

jêɟi=tə
3pl=def

tɕʰî=gə
road=loc

rə-və̂=zo=tə
npst:neutral-go1=nmlz=def

næ-mî=si.
pst.ipfv-not.exist2=ifr
‘They had no way to go onto the road.’

Even when there is no Ground argument, the orientational prefixes may imply
an intended or presumed Goal. In (26a), the speaker supposes that Dbang.skyid,
living in an upstream house, was going back home, she therefore employs the
corresponding prefix læ- that implies a Goal. In the Wobzi example of (26b), the
visitors were told not to go to the room upstairs beforehand, so repeating the Goal
seems unnecessary to the narrator.
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(26) a. Siyuewu
kê
some

ɣó=mə=tə,
be.able1=nmlz:a=def

ʁvʊŋscə̂t
Dbang.skyid

sə̂-dʑəɣ
superl-anterior

læ-ɕə̂d.
pst:upstream-go2
‘Some of the least injured, Dbang.skyid for instance, went upstream back
first.’

b. Wobzi
kəvə̂ɟi
visitors

ə̂snə=tə
one.day=def

χpɑ̂,
restrain1

æ-mæ-ɕə̂=si.
pst:up-neg-go2=ifr

‘The visitors held themselves in, and did not go up for the whole day.’

5.4 Summary of motion verb uses

Table 13 summarizes the uses of basic motion verbs in both Khroskyabs varieties.

Table 13. Motion verb uses in Khroskyabs

Verbs Gloss Deixis Orientation

və̂ (Siyuewu), və̂/vjî (Wobzi) to come towards center

(rə-)tô to come towards center

ɕǽd (only in Siyuewu) to go away from center Source-oriented

(rə-)və̂ to go away from center Goal-oriented

5.5 Conveyance verbs

There is significant symmetry between conveyance verbs and basic motion verbs
in Khroskyabs. The conveyance verbs are mostly cognates to their counterparts,
and show consistent stem alternating patterns.

In Siyuewu, like its motion verbs, there are conveyance verbs that are ori-
entationally unmarked, and those that are orientationally explicit. The o-u ones
are vǽd ‘to bring’ and zə̂m ‘to take’, and the o-e ones are (rə-)tʰǽd ‘to bring’ and
(rə-)vǽd ‘to take’. The form vǽd is undoubtedly related to the motion verb form və̂,
which, symmetrically, has a cislocative version və̂ ‘to come’ and a translocative ver-
sion (rə-)və̂ ‘to go’, cf. Japhug (Rgyalrong) ɣi ‘to come’ vs. ɣɯt ‘to bring’. The verb
tʰǽd ‘to bring’ is related to (rə-)tô ‘to come’, whose aspirated initial is comparable to
the Stem 2 verb (rə-)tʰód ‘come2’. The form zə̂m is cognate to Japhug tsɯm ‘to take’.

No o-u conveyance verb is attested in Wobzi. Its o-e versions correspond to
the Siyuewu o-e conveyance verbs.

The conveyance verbs in Khroskyabs are summarized in Table 14.
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Table 14. Conveyance verbs in Khroskyabs

Siyuewu Wobzi Gloss Type

vǽd to bring o-u

(rə-)tʰǽd (rə-)tʰǽ to bring o-e

zə̂m to take o-u

(rə-)vǽd (rə-)vǽ to take o-e

The stem alternation patterns of conveyance verbs are similar to those of motion
verbs as well. The o-e verbs, like their corresponding motion verbs, are three-
stemmed, and Stem 1 and Stem 2 of (rə-)tʰǽ(d) ‘to bring’ are manifestly cognates,
with its Stem 3 suppletive. This suppletive Stem 3, vǽ(d) is on the other hand
genetically related to Stem 1 of (rə-)vǽd ‘to take’, whose Stem 2 and Stem 3,
(rə-)zə̂m/(rə-)zə́m, are related to the o-u “take” verb. The patterns are illustrated
in Table 15.

Table 15. Stem alternation of conveyance verbs

Siyuewu Wobzi
Gloss

Stem 1 Stem 2 Stem 3 Stem 1 Stem 2 Stem 3

vǽd və́d to bring

zə̂m zə́m to take

tʰǽd tʰûd (rɑ̂-)væd tʰǽ tʰə̂ɣ (r-ɑ̂-)væ to bring

(rə-)vǽd (rə-)zə́m (rɑ̂-)zəm (rə-)vǽ (rə-)zəm (r-ɑ̂-)zəm to take

As far as deictic center is concerned, the conveyance verbs behave exactly like their
motion verb counterparts. The o-u vǽd ‘to bring’ and zə̂m ‘to take’ in Siyuewu pat-
terns with və̂ ‘to come’ and ɕǽd ‘to go’. The verb vǽd ‘to take’ denotes conveyance
toward the deictic center and ɕǽd away from the deictic center, as shown in (27).

(27) Siyuewu
a. æ̂ɕə,

conj
tæ̂r
all

zə́m=pɑ
take2=nmlz

rə-ŋó.
npst-be1

‘Then, he took them all away.’
b. æ tə̂=ɣu

dem=loc
ŋəɲɟə̂jə,
conj

gelerê=jə
gelerê=gen

stæʁlɑvgôn
pn

nə-cʰî-j=ræ=jə
pst-abandon2-1pl=say=gen

tɕʰɑ́=tə
message=def

və́d.
bring2

‘What’s more, the news of stæʁlɑvgôn of gelerê (house name) being killed
has been brought to us.’
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Examples of the o-e conveyance verbs are illustrated in (28).

(28) a. Siyuewu
æ̂ɕəvæ
conj

zôʁ
fowl

semtɕǽn
creature

mɑrtsɑ̂=ɟə
unsurprisingly=top

ru-rŋɑ́
pst.inv-hunt2

ru-tʰûd=təɕəvæ ,
pst.inv:neutral-bring2=conj

zæ̂ndʐi=jə
pn=gen

ɣə̂mɣɑr=ne
courtyard=loc

lɑ-zə́m
pst:upstream-take2

rə-ŋóz.
npst-be1

‘As expected, they brought fowl and livestock and took them to zæ̂ndʐi’s
courtyard.’

b. Wobzi
mbrəɣmú=tə
’Brug.mo=def

vdə̂t=gə=ɣə
devil=cl=erg

r-u-zə́m
pst:neutral-inv-take2

rə-ŋǽ .
npst-be1

‘A devil took ’Brug.mo away.’
c. Wobzi

sprəskə̂=ji
tulku=gen

ɑ̂mɑ=ɟi=sce
mother=pl=com

əŋó
together

k-u-tʰə̂ɣ
pst:upstream-inv-bring2

ɕə.
conj

‘The tulku brought his parents here.’

6. Cross-Rgyalrongic comparison

In this section, I shall compare the Khroskyabs motion verbs with those in other
Rgyalrongic languages.

6.1 Forms of motion verbs

Generally speaking, in Rgyalrongic languages other than Khroskyabs, the trans-
locative verb(s) should present at least one stem that is cognate to Khroskyabs
ɕǽ(d), and in most cases the cislocative one(s) should have at least one stem cognate
to Khroskyabs və̂ or the Wobzi specific vjî. In Table 16, five other Rgyalrongic lan-
guages from different branches are included, illustrating their motion verb stems
which are cognate to one of the Khroskyabs stems (I list the forms regardless of
stem alternation). The Japhug data are from Jacques (2015)’s dictionary, the Bragbar
Situ data from Zhang (2016:156–157), the Zbu data from Sun (2004: 274–275), the
Khang.gsar data from Jacques et al. (2017) and their unpublished database, and the
’Jorogs data from Yin (2007).

The translocative verbs, Japhug ɕe, Bragbar Situ tɕʰē, Zbu xwē and Khang.gsar
ɕə, are related to Khroskyabs ɕǽ(d). Although the Zbu form seems different, but
the sound change ɕ- > x- is quite common in Rgyalrongic and the surrounding
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Amdo Tibetan dialects. The cislocative verb stems ɣi in Japhug, və́ in Bragbar Situ
and və̄ in Zbu are related to Khroskyabs və̂, while βʑé in Bragbar Situ is cognate
to Khroskyabs vjî. Another cislocative stem in Zbu, tû, is comparable to (rə-)tô in
Khroskyabs. ’Jorogs, as a non-core Khroskyabs dialect, presents ɕet⁵⁵ ‘to go’ cog-
nate to Khroskyabs ɕǽ(d), and (o-)vi⁵⁵ cognate to Khroskyabs (rə-)və̂, it also exibits
the o-u cislocative verb vi⁵³ (Khroskyabs və), and the o-e one tʰo⁵³ (Khroskyabs
(rə-)tô).

Table 16. Motion verb cognates in Rgyalrongic

Language Branch
Trans-
locative I

Trans-
locative II

Cis-
locative I

Cis-
locative II

Cis-
locative III

Cis-
locative IV

Japhug Rgyalrong ɕe ɣi

Bragbar
Situ

Rgyalrong tɕʰé və́ βʑé

Zbu Rgyalrong xwē və̄ tû

Khang.gsar Horpa ɕə ɮde

’Jorogs Khroskyabs ɕet⁵⁵ (o-)vi⁵⁵ vi⁵³ tʰo⁵³

Siyuewu Khroskyabs ɕǽd (rə-)və̂ və̂ (rə-)tô

Wobzi Khroskyabs ɕǽ (rə-)və̂ və̂ vjî (rə-)tô

No matter how varied the motion verb forms are, I know of no Rgyalrongic lan-
guage, apart from Khroskyabs, that has a cognate of və̂ as a translocative verb.

6.2 Stem alternation

Motion verbs in most Rgyalrongic languages are suppletive to a certain extent.
In Rgyalrong languages, verb stems are usually numbered from 1 to 3, and

in some languages, additional stems are named according to their functions. The
functional distribution of the stems may vary from language to language, the gen-
eral pattern being Stem 1 as the base used in cases not denoted by Stem 2 or Stem
3, Stem 2 in past situations, and Stem 3 in non-past and irrealis situations. In most
Rgyalrong languages, Stem 3 is only available to transitive verbs in the singular.
Like Khroskyabs, not all verbs in Rgyalrong have all the three stems, some verbs
may have only two.

Japhug presents simple alternating patterns of motion verbs, as shown in
Table 17. The cislocative verb exhibits ablaut from -i to -e, while the translocative
verb is suppletive.
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Table 17. Japhug motion verb stems

Stem 1 Stem 2 Gloss

ɣi ɣe to come

ɕe ari to go

The Bragbar Situ case is more complex. The cislocative Stem 1 βʑé ‘to come’ is
suppletive with mutually related Stem 2 and Stem 3, və́ and ví, additionally, it pre-
sents a toneless inferential stem βʑe. Bragbar Situ exhibits two translocative verbs,
the regular ka-tɕʰê, and the highly suppletive ka-tʰár with various suppletive stems
that are orientationally driven: tʰɐ̂ ‘to go upwards’, ɟê ‘to go downwards’, ŋgɐ̂ ‘to go
upstream’ and ndə̂ ‘to go downstream’, as shown in Table 18.

Table 18. Bragbar Situ motion verb stems

Citation form Stem 1 Stem 2 Stem 2’ Inferential Gloss

ka-βʑé βʑé və́ ví βʑe to come

ka-tɕʰê tɕʰê tɕʰé tɕʰê to go

ka-tʰár tʰɐ̂ (upwards) ɟê (downwards) ŋgɐ̂
(upstream) ndə̂ (downstream)

tʰár to go

The Zbu system is the most comparable to Khroskyabs, with o-u/o-e motion
verbs, illustrated in Table 19. The o-u forms show perfect correspondence to the
Khroskyabs case: və̄/vī vs və̂/və́, and xwē/xwə̄t vs ɕǽd/ɕə̂d. The Zbu cislocative tû
‘to come’ has additionally an imperative stem tō and a progressive stem və̄ related
to the o-u counterpart, və̄; the Zbu translocative rî ‘to go’ has a genetically related
Stem 2 rə̄t and a suppletive Stem 3 xwē, which is related to the o-u counterpart, xwē.

Zbu and Khroskyabs exhibit both the cislocative verb tV as o-e Stem 1.
Another parallelism between the two is that the original o-u stems became non-
base (or non-Stem 1) stems in o-e patterns: in Zbu, və̄ became the imperative
stem, and xwē the imperative/progressive stem, and in Khroskyabs, və̂ and ɕǽd
both became Stem 3.

Table 19. Zbu motion verb stems

Stem 1 Stem 2 Progressive Imperative Orientation Gloss

və̄ vī unmarked to come

xwē xwə̄t unmarked to go

tû vī tō və̄ explicit to come

rî rə̄t xwē explicit to go
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7. Historical development of Khroskyabs motion verb stem alternation

In this section, I shall present hypotheses regarding the evolution of the basic
motion verbs in Khroskyabs. To start with, I present in § 7.1 the origin of the o-e
verb (rə-)tô ‘to come’, emphasizing its relation with an orientationally unmarked
non-motion verb tô ‘to become’. Then in § 7.2, I hypothesize that o-u/o-e pairs
existed during an earlier stage of the language. I shall then describe the o-u/o-
e pairs according to their orientational focus, Goal-oriented or Source-oriented.
§ 7.2.1 and § 7.2.2 present detailed analyses of the verbs in question. § 7.2.3 pro-
vides typological evidence for the semantic shifts. In § 7.3, I shall treat the merger
of stem alternation patterns of motion verbs in Khroskyabs.

In the analysis, I shall use the radical symbol (√) to mark the verb root of each
motion verb to unify the o-u and o-e variants: √tô for tô and (rə-)tô, √və̂ for və̂
and (rə-)və̂, and √ɕǽd for ɕǽd and (rə-)ɕǽd.

7.1 Origin of (rə-)tô ‘to come’

Before analyzing the evolutionary pathways of the motion verbs, it is necessary
to discuss the origin of the verb (rə-)tô ‘to come’. This verb has an etymologically
related o-u verb: tô ‘to become’, of which Stem 2 is tʰó(d). As tô ‘to become’, (rə-)tô
‘to appear’ and (rə-)tô ‘to come’ are morphologically identical, it is safe to assume
that they are cognates to each other, and that their differences are due to semantic
changes over time. Examples from Wobzi and Siyuewu are illustrated in (29).

(29) a. Wobzi
n-u-jnzǽv=gæresitə,
pst-inv-knead2=conj

ŋgəɟîji,
conj

æ tə̂=joni
dem=like

jʊŋsɑ̂
again

ŋgəɟîji,
conj

semtɕǽn=joni
creature=like

rɑ̂ɣ
one

tʰó=si.
become2=ifr
‘She kneaded (the mud), then it became a creature.’

b. Siyuewu
æ̂gə=ræ
there=say

ɕə
conj

cə̂mɲəd
like.this

rʁæ lə́m=tʰɑ
chest=loc

næ-nstí…
pst-place2

kə-nsti-ǽŋ=næ
pst-place2-1sg=but

cə̂mɲəd
like.this

o-sɲô-ŋ=ɕə,
pst-do.so2-1sg=conj

æ̂ɕə
conj

rʁæ lə́m
chest

fqrǽʁ
pattern

dzə̂m
ideo:shiny

tʰód.
become2

‘Then, I put it on my chest, so I did, and it became something shiny.’

On the other hand, the o-e verb (rə-)tô can be interpreted as ‘to appear, to turn
up’. As in the examples in (30), the best translation of (rə-)tô is not ‘to come’, but
‘to appear’.
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(30) a. Wobzi
gáv=tʰɑ
foot=loc

jʊŋsɑ̂
again

vɑ̂dzu
cocoon

ɕæ̂rɕær
all

læ-tʰó=si.
pst:left.bank-appear2=ifr

‘Cocoons appeared all over his feet.’
b. Siyuewu

ɣnə́=tə
sun=def

læ-tô,
npst:upstream-appear1

gə̂ɣəɣə̂
ideo:loud

ŋgotə́r=gəræ
sound1=conj

æ tə̂=kʰe
dem=dat

nscə̂r=tə,
fear1=def

zjæ̂ŋ
always

o-srî=mægo,
npst-look1=then

cə̂mɲəd
like.this

jóɣ=tə=ɣu
hand=def=loc

dʑé.
hold1

‘When the sun comes out, (the giant yeti) is afraid of it, making loud
noises, he looks at the sun and holds (girls’) hands like this.’

From a typological perspective, it is not rare that the concepts of ‘to become’, ‘to
appear’, and ‘to come’ can shift from one to another; e.g. the English word become
shares transparently with come the same etymon and originally meant ‘to arrive,
happen, turn out, befall’ (Skeat 2005:53). In some Trans-Himalayan languages,
the notion ‘to come’ is also likely to be derived from ‘to appear, to emerge’. For
instance in Sema, the form pa-re ‘to come out’ is derived from pa ‘to emerge’ suf-
fixed by a directive marker -re (DeLancey 1985: 372). From a comparative per-
spective, tô ‘to become’ is comparable to Lahu tɔ̂ʔ ‘to emerge’ (Matisoff 1988: 663)
and probably to Written Burmese ထွက် thwak ‘to emerge, to come out’, showing
that it is reconstructible into Proto-Burmo-Qiangic,3 with an original meaning of
‘to emerge, to appear’.

In light of typological and comparative evidence, it is plausible to propose
that the meaning ‘to appear’ was the original meaning of the stem √tô. The verb tô
‘to become’ is orientationally unmarked, it could therefore come from the mean-
ing ‘to appear from nowhere or an unknown place’, hence the meaning ‘to appear
as a different state’.

The orientationally marked (rə-)tô continues the meaning ‘to appear’, usually
with a known or implied path as orientationally prefixes should be added, and ‘to
appear along a known path’ derived the meaning ‘to come’. In (31), the semantic
shift of √tô ‘to appear’ is illustrated.

(31) √tô ‘to appear’
o-u: to appear with the Path unimplied → to become
o-e: to appear from a known Path → to come

3. The Burmo-Qiangic hypothesis is put forward by Jacques & Michaud (2011).
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7.2 o-u/o-e verbs in the proto-language

The o-u/o-e pairs in modern Khroskyabs are rather semantically than etymolog-
ically paired: və̂ vs (rə-)tô ‘to come’, ɕǽd vs (rə-)və̂ ‘to go’. However, the case must
be more etymologically transparent at an earlier stage, i.e. in Proto-Khroskyabs,
or even in Proto-Rgyalrongic (as is evidenced by Zbu, a Rgyalrong language).
Such pairs in this earlier stage were surely both semantically and etymologically
matched. Similar to the case of √tô ‘to appear’, the o-u member should not imply
any Path, whereas its o-e counterpart should imply one.

The verb pairs are morphologically reunited in Table 20, regardless of their
modern meanings. I have also shown that the original meaning of √tô was ‘to
appear’. In the next two sections, I shall analyze the cases of √və̂ and √ɕǽd, and
come to the conclusion that they were originally both neutral motion verbs, with
foci on Goal-orientation and Source-orientation respectively.

Table 20. Original o-u/o-e verb pairs

o-u o-e Proto-gloss

və̂ (rə-)və̂ ?

ɕǽd (rə-)ɕǽd ?

tô (rə-)tô to appear

7.2.1 √və̂: Goal-oriented motion
In modern Khroskyabs dialects, o-u və̂ and o-e (rə-)və̂ are translated with a pair
of antonyms, ‘to come’ and ‘to go’. However, their shared etymology suggests that
they once have been semantically homogeneous.

In § 5.3.2, I stated that the o-e verb (rə-)və̂ was mainly Goal-oriented in the
modern language. I therefore assume that Goal-oriented motion should be the
original use of √və̂ in the proto-language, which cannot be simply translated as ‘to
go’ or ‘to come’. The following scenario can be postulated:

1. Orientational prefixes express the Path. The presence of an orientational pre-
fix means the Path is known or can be inferred by the speaker. The starting
point of such a motion event can be either the location of the speaker or
somewhere else.

2. When there is no orientational prefix at all, i.e. Path is unexpressed, the Goal
of the motion automatically shifts to the deictic center, usually the speaker or
the viewpoint of the speaker.
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The use of √və̂ can be illustrated in Figure 2, in which a star is used to represent
deictic center, a tear-drop shaped mark to represent a location other than a deictic
center, and an arrow for the motion.

a.

b.

Figure 2. Illustrations of √və̂

When the Goal overlaps with the deictic center, the motion in question corre-
sponds the best to the English notion ‘to come’ or to the Chinese notion來 lái ‘to
come’, hence the modern cislocative interpretation.

7.2.2 √ɕǽd: Source-oriented motion
I have shown in § 5.3.1 that o-u ɕǽd in Siyuewu denotes Source-oriented motion,
I therefore propose that Source-orientation be the original purpose of this verb
stem: in a motion event with √ɕǽd, the Figure departs from the deictic center.
When an orientational prefix is present, the Path is expressed, which gives the
possibility to add a Ground argument indicating the Goal; when there is no orien-
tational prefix, the Path is either unknown or unnecessary to be expressed, which
leads to the translation of ‘to go away’ or ‘to leave’. In Figure 3, the original use of
√ɕǽd is illustrated.

7.2.3 Typological evidence
DeLancey (1980; 1985) observes that in many Tibeto-Burman languages, even
though deictic motions (‘to come’ and ‘to go’) were once lexically distinguished,
they tend to evolve into directive auxiliaries to specify the deixis of a neutral motion
verb. In Sema, the cislocative verb gwo-re ‘to come’ is the translocative verb gwo ‘to
go’ marked with a directive suffix (DeLancey 1985:372); in Jinghpo, the two basic
deictic motions are both denoted by the same verb stem with different directive
markers (r- ‘proximal’, s- ‘distal’): sa wa r- ‘to come’ and sa wa s- ‘to go’ (DeLancey
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a.

b.

Figure 3. Illustrations of √ɕǽd

1980: 228); the same phenomenon is found in Almora languages, as in pi-di (neu-
tral motion with -di ‘distal’) ‘to go’ and pi-ra (neutral motion with -ra ‘proximal’)
‘to come’ (DeLancey 1980: 237–238). The appendix of DeLancey (1980: 260–274)
shows that the same motion verb root can derive translocative or cislocative mean-
ings in different languages of the same branch.

As for the case of Khroskyabs, √və̂ (Goal-oriented motion) and √ɕǽd
(Source-oriented motion) are comparable to Delancey’s analyses. Orientational
prefixes are equivalent to the directive markers that Delancey cited.

The form √və̂ (Goal-oriented motion), when orientationally unmarked, de-
notes a motion toward the deictic center, which later became a cislocative motion
and raised a semantic overlap with (rə-)tô ‘to come’; when orientationally explicit,
its orientational prefix triggers the semantic reinterpretation towards ‘to go’.

The form √ɕǽd (Source-oriented motion), when orientationally unmarked,
denotes a motion away from the deictic center, hence the meaning ‘to go, to leave’;
and when orientationally explicit, its argument structure allows a Goal argument,
creating a semantic overlap with the o-e verb (rə-)və̂ ‘to go’.

The resulting semantic overlaps are most probably responsible for pattern
merging observed in the Khroskyabs dialects, which will be discussed in the next
section.

7.3 Emergence of new stem alternation patterns

This section focuses on the emergence of new stem alternation patterns of motion
verbs in modern Khroskyabs varieties.
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7.3.1 Pattern merging
The previous subsections dealt with the original functions of o-u and o-e pairs
derived from √tô, √və̂, and √ɕǽd, which must be both morphologically and seman-
tically paired in their earliest stage. I came to the conclusion that √tô originally
meant ‘to appear’, √və̂ denoted Goal-oriented motions and √ɕǽd Source-oriented
ones. With all these in mind, it is now possible to replace the question marks earlier
in Table 20 with concrete proto-glosses, as shown in Table 21.

Table 21. Original o-u/o-e verb pairs with full proto-glosses

Unmarked Explicit Proto-gloss

və̂ (rə-)və̂ Goal-oriented motion

ɕǽd (rə-)ɕǽd Source-oriented motion

tô (rə-)tô to appear

In later stages, the verb forms in question underwent semantic shifts and started to
be remapped. The verb (rə-)tô, denoting the appearance of something with a known
Source, gradually came to merge semantically with o-u və̂ (whose Goal is the deictic
center), meaning ‘to appear from a known Path’. The closest translation of the result-
ing meaning in English is ‘to come’. Therefore, while preserving its being the first
stem of an o-u cislocative verb, və̂ joined its new o-e counterpart as Stem 3, and was
later replaced by vjî everywhere in Wobzi. In Table 19 in § 6.2, I showed that Zbu
had undergone a similar process of pattern merging, with a tV verb merging with a
vV verb. This morphological resemblance between Khroskyabs and Zbu is hardly a
coincidence. The merger of the ancestors of (rə-)tô and və̂ must have already hap-
pened before the split between the Khroskyabs and Rgyalrong languages.

That (rə-)və̂ and (rə-)ɕǽd ended up stems of a single verb ((rə-)və̂ ‘to go’),
on the other hand, is rather recent. It is only observed in Khroskyabs dialects.
The verb (rə-)ɕǽd, with the possibility for a Goal argument, raised ambiguity
between Source-oriented and Goal-oriented. Therefore, the two verbs became
both semantically similar (both are able to denote Goal-oriented motion) as well
as syntactically similar (both allow a Ground argument); they became stems of
the modern verb (rə-)və̂ ‘to go’, with (rə)-və̂ as Stem 1, and the stems of (rə-)ɕǽd
as the rest of the stems.

The pattern merging in Khroskyabs shows a striking similarity to that in
Zbu (see Table 19), where the o-u verbs, too, have only two stems, while the o-
e verbs are suppletive with additional stems. The phenomenon may have already
occurred in Proto-Rgyalrongic.

In Figure 4, pattern merging of motion verbs in Khroskyabs is illustrated.
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Figure 4. Pattern merging of motion verbs

To sum up, the stem alternation patterns of cislocative verbs and translocative verbs
did not merge in the same phase. Cislocative verbs merged in Proto-Rgyalrongic, as
evidenced by Zbu; translocative verbs merged during the Proto-Khroskyabs stage,
as no other Rgyalrongic languages exhibit this kind of merger. The two stages of
pattern merging are shown in (32).

(32) 1. Stage I: (Late) Proto-Rgyalrongic
a. (rə-)tô ‘to appear (with known Source)’ → cislocative verb
b. və̂ (Goal-oriented motion (Goal = deictic center)) → cislocative

verb
c. Merger of (rə-)tô and və̂

2. Stage II: Proto-Khroskyabs
a. (rə-)ɕǽd (Source-oriented motion (with known Path)): ambiguity

between Source-oriented and Goal-oriented
b. Merger of (rə-)və̂ (Goal-oriented motion) and (rə-)ɕǽd (Goal-

oriented motion)
c. Reinterpretation as a translocative verb

7.3.2 Which form for which stem?
By observing the new stem alternation patterns, it is possible to find some clues
on the form selection for each stem. In this section, I shall present a preliminary
hypothesis based on current observations on the issue, and more data are needed
to reveal the whole picture.

After pattern merging, the o-u/o-e pairs in the modern language are semanti-
cally paired, based on the translocative/cislocative contrast. In the new stem alter-
nation patterns, it seems that there is a constraint that the Stem 1 of one verb
cannot be genetically related to the other of the same concept. That is to say, the
o-u verb must have a different Stem 1 from its o-e counterpart: for the cislocative
motion, the Stem 1 of the o-u verb is və̂, while that of the o-e verb is (rə-)tô; for
the translocative motion, the Stem 1 of the o-u verb is ɕǽd, while that of the o-e
verb is (rə-)və̂. See the Siyuewu case in Table 22.
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Table 22. Stem 1 of the motion verbs

Motion o-u o-e

to come və̂ ≠ (rə-)tô

to go ɕǽd ≠ (rə-)və̂

Based on this observation, the motivation of Stem 1 choice can be postulated as
follows. Given that the o-u forms had no choice but və̂ and ɕǽd as Stem 1, the o-
e counterparts promoted the unrelated verb stems to occupy the place of Stem 1,
therefore, (rə)-tô and (rə-)və̂ are chosen in contrast of və̂ and ɕǽd.

Another observation concerns the Stem 2 slots. Except the o-u verb form və́,
the cognate of və̂ never appears as Stem 2. To account for this phenomenon, I
believe that the tone alternation of the Stem 2 form, və́, in Siyuewu is due to analogy
(given that tone alternation is by far the most common way of stem alternation,
see § 3.2.3), and that the root √və̂ was originally defective, it lacked a substantial
Stem 2 form as in Wobzi (see Table 11). Similarly, √tô ‘to appear’ was probably also
defective, rarely used in irrealis (especially imperative) contexts and, as a result, √və̂
came in to serve as the irrealis form of (rə-)tô.

Therefore, (rə-)tô has its own Stem 2 (rə-)tʰód, whereas (rə-)və̂ has to depend
on the Stem 2 of (rə-)ɕǽd, due to its lack of a Stem 2.

See Table 23 for the new paired motion verb stems in the Siyuewu variety.

Table 23. Newly paired motion verb stems (Siyuewu)

Orientation Explicit Unmarked

Stem Stem 1 Stem 2 Stem 3 Stem 1 Stem 2

Cislocative (rə-)tô (rə-)tʰód (rɑ̂-)və və̂ və́

Translocative (rə-)və̂ (rə-)ɕə̂d (rɑ̂-)ɕæd ɕǽd ɕə̂d

8. Discussion and conclusion

This paper gives a thorough description of motion verbs in two Khroskyabs vari-
eties, Siyuewu and Wobzi, and discusses the evolution of stem alternation of these
motion verbs. Khroskyabs is the only language in Rgyalrongic that employs the
same stem √və̂ for cislocative and translocative motions, which turns out to be the
point of breaking through into the history of these verbs.

Strong suppletion with genetically unrelated stems is rare in Khroskyabs.
Motion verbs and conveyance verbs (derived from motion verbs) are nearly the
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only instances of such suppletion. While there is no surprise that motion verbs
exhibit suppletive stems, the Khroskyabs case of suppletion deserves the linguist’s
attention.

Generally speaking, the emergence of suppletion can be due to sound change,
analogy, coalescence, lexical merger, and incursion (Juge 2000; 2013). Bybee
(1985: 209) and Veselinova (2006:98) also emphasize frequency, stating that sup-
pletion should be created among words frequently used.

The Khroskyabs case involves coalescence and lexical merger of different
verbs, which are triggered by independent semantic change of stems with and with-
out orientational prefixes. Orientational prefixes add the value of Path to the verb
stem, which can lead to different possibilities of Ground and Motion. The pair və̂
and (rə-)və̂ were once the same in that they both had been Goal-oriented verbs,
but their meanings finally split in favor of their Goals, and ended up belonging to
different verbs. In many if not most other Rgyalrongic languages, the cognate of
√və̂ are invariably assigned the cislocative meaning, making the Khroskyabs case
look like a shift from ‘coming’ to ‘going’ at first sight. This study shows such a stark
change never happened to Khroskyabs, and the original meaning of √və̂ cannot
be interpreted simply as cislocative or translocative, but a more neutral motion
towards some Goal. Proto-Khroskyabs lacked motion verbs meaning ‘to come’ and
‘to go’, instead, there were concepts like ‘appearing’, ‘moving to somewhere’ and
‘moving from somewhere’, etc. It is however impossible to evaluate the role of fre-
quency in the Khroskyabs case, because there is no historical data available.

The study of Khroskyabs motion verbs demonstrates the creation of a recent
suppletion, and how the language went on to develop after it.
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Abbreviations

A Agentive argument
all allative
assrt assertive
clf classifier

conj conjunction
dat dative
def definite
dem demonstrative
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erg ergative
excl exclusive
gen genitive
ideo ideophone
ifr inferential
imp imperative
incho inchoative
incl inclusive
inv inverse
ipfv imperfective
irr irrealis
loc locative
neg negative
nmlz nominalizer
npp non-past participle

npst non-past
o-e orientationally explicit
o-u orientationally unmarked
part participle
pl plural
pn personal name (without clear

etymology)
prog progressive
pst past
q interrogative
S Subjective argument
sbsqnt subsequent
superl superlative
TAM tense-aspect-modality
top topicalizer
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